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With 75 feet of 3/8" cable and a 1/3 hp motor, 
the Mini-Rooter clears lines from roof top to 
basement, including kitchen, bath and laundry
drains. You can do heavier work in 4" lines 
when Mini-Rooter is equipped with 1/2" cable.

Quick. 
You can remove the drum in seconds for more 
portability or to switch to a different diameter 
cable – with no mess and no lost time. A distributor 
tube inside the drum allows you to play the cable 
in and out without chucking and releasing the 
cable every few feet ... so you finish quicker. 
For small drain work, you can order your 
Mini-Rooter with a J-Drum or Dual Drum 
for handling smaller, more flexible cables.

Tough.
Rugged Flexicore® cables are unique. Rather than 
loosely sliding a core into a finished cable, we coil wire
tightly around aircraft grade wire rope. This functional
core greatly increases cable strength.

Convenient.
Compact design lets you take the Mini-Rooter 
almost anywhere. For long hauls, you can slip on a 
Mini-Rooter dolly and roll the machine to the job.

Some Mini-Rooter Safety Features
A foot pedal that uses air pressure to start and stop the
machine without any electrical wiring between pedal and
motor, and a ground fault circuit interrupter are 
standard equipment.

Power Cable Feed
A variable speed power cable feed attachment 
makes feeding and retrieving the cable much easier. 
It quickly adjusts between 3/8" and 1/2" cables 
without the need for tools or additional parts. 
The power cable feed quickly attaches to all 
General Mini-Rooters.
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Extra Portability.
The Mini-Rooter XP gives you extra 
portability because 8" semi-pneumatic 
wheels let you keep the weight on the 
ground. An easy-grip handle folds 
down to save space and locks to use 
as an additional lifting handle. A roll 
bar protects the 1/3 hp motor when 
going up or down stairs. And the 
power cord and foot pedal can be 
stowed away on convenient cord wraps.

Extra Performance.
The XP gives you extra performance and value,
enabling you to clear clogged drain lines from 
1-1/4" to 4" in diameter with just one machine. 
The drum easily holds 75 feet of 3/8" or 1/2" 
cable, and features a free-floating inner drum 
with an integral distributor tube to help prevent 
cable tangling. By switching to the optional 
J-Drum or dual drum, you can handle smaller 
drain lines.

Extra Power.
The XP is equipped with a power cable feed too. 
It makes a lot of tough jobs go much easier. Even 
with the power cable feed, the drum is a 
snap to remove, taking less than a minute.

Of course the XP comes with an air foot pedal and 
ground fault circuit interrupter for safety, and 

General’s patented Flexicore wire rope 
center cable for durability.

Power Cable Feed
A variable speed power cable
feed makes feeding and 
retrieving the cable 
much easier. It quickly 
adjusts between 3/8" 
and 1/2" cables 
without the need 
for tools or
additional 
parts.

Folding Handle
The handle is tall enough to 
make it easy to move to the job, 
yet it quickly can be folded 
to take less room in your truck.
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Wire Rope Center Construction
Heavy-gauge wire coiled tightly around 49-strand aircraft-type 

wire rope and heat treated. Has unequalled strength and the
right amount of flexibility. So tough it carries a one-year 

warranty against defect or breakage.

Mini-Rooter Dolly
This lightweight but sturdy 
dolly is designed especially 
for the Mini-Rooter. It slips 
on or off in less than a 
minute and holds the 
machine securely. 

Flexicore®  Cable

J-Drum and Dual Drum
With a J-Drum, you're ready for 
small drain work in seconds. An
alternative, the Dual Drum holds
two small dia. cables at the same
time. You can switch from 1/4" 
to a 3/8" size without removing
either one from the drum. Both
will hold any Super-Vee cable.

Cutter Set
See our complete 
catalog for additional
optional cutters.

Removable Drum
You can take the drum 

off the Mini-Rooter 
in seconds.Arrow head Boring Gimlet

1/2" U-Cutter
2" Side Cutter

Mini-Rooter ™ Mini-RooterXP ™

Specifications:
Weight:

43 lbs. without cable (19.5 kg).
Dimensions:

18" deep x 12" wide x 19" high (46 cm x 30 cm x 48 cm).
Drum:

Capacity of 75 ft. of 3/8" or 1/2" Flexicore® wire rope center cable. 
Integral distributor tube. Quickly removable from frame.
J-Drum:

Capacity of 50 ft. of  1/4" or 5/16" Flexicore® cable.
Dual Drum:

Capacity of 25 ft. of 1/4" or 5/16" in inner drum. 
50 ft. of 5/16" or 3/8" Flexicore® cable in outer drum.

Motor:
1/3 hp. with forward-off-reverse switch, spring loaded mounting 

for proper belt tension. Load speed 165.
Belt Guard:

High impact plastic.
Foot Pedal:

Leaves operator's hands free to control cable. Uses air pressure, 
so there's no electrical contact between pedal and motor.
Power Cord:

10 ft. 3-wire in-line ground fault circuit interrupter.
Power Cable Feed:

(Optional) Drives and retracts cable at variable speed without 
reversing motor rotation.
Leather Gloves:

With double-reinforced palm, for hand protection when guiding cable.

Specifications:
Weight:

67 lbs. with power cable feed and without cable (30 kg).
Dimensions:

24" deep x 18" wide x 38" high, 24" high with handle 
folded down (61 cm x 46 cm x 96 cm).

Drum:
Equipped with inner drum and distributor tube to prevent cable 
tangling under load. Quickly removable from frame.

Wheels:
8" semi-pneumatic tires with oilite bronze bushings.

Folding Handle: 
Reduces truck storage space.

See Mini-Rooter Specifications for additional information.
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